Capabilities Overview
Who says work can’t be fun?
The best results are realized
when people enjoy working
together. That's how real
change happens.

It all starts here.

Our capabilities go far beyond the typical.

We're not just smart consultants. UHY Consulting is a group of spirited
individuals who imagined and realized a company with heart. We genuinely
care about our clients and their well-being, and we bring our energy and
creativity to deliver a fresh perspective. Our goal is to inspire clients, teams, and
employees to achieve something greater, leaving lasting results that strengthen
an organization and its people.

Transformative is one word that defines us.
We're able to change the way an organization
does business – for good. UHY Consulting
partners with organizations to execute strategies
that align with their vision, from optimizing
processes and technology to transforming a
department or entire company. This
transformation ensures the solutions we put in
place are sustainable, and will support your
organization after we've gone.

Success for us is watching the impact on our clients—their
discoveries, their learnings, their aha moments.

We don't stand apart from
you. We partner with you in
striving towards a more
resilient organization.
Leading practices for today – and tomorrow.

Organizations never stop evolving or changing. As a result, the
challenges of today may be dramatically different than the challenges
of tomorrow. That’s why we develop tailored, leading practices with
our clients. These leading practices grow with an organization, avoiding
the downside of static, “one-size-fits-all” best practices that quickly
become obsolete. Since we instill a continuous improvement mindset in
our clients, their leading practices evolve with business change,
providing a forward-thinking advantage and self-sustained success.

UHY Consulting Capabilities and Solutions

Business & Strategy

Organization & Operations

Finance Transformation

Strategic Vision

Project Management

Finance Strategy

Strategy Development

Change Management

Financial Planning & Analysis

Organizational Design

Performance Management

Accounting Automation

Mergers & Acquisitions

Process Automation

Shared Services

Turnaround & Restructuring

Operational Excellence

Resource Solutions

Technology Innovation

Cybersecurity

Solution Partners

Digital Transformation

Risk Assessments

BlackLine

Digital Strategy

Vulnerability Assessments

Planful

Technology Sourcing

Penetration Testing

Redwood

Technology Automation

PCI Compliance

Boomi

AI & Machine Learning

Digital Forensics

Project management is our strong suit.
How well a project is managed determines its success or failure.
Project management is more than a schedule; it's how you
orchestrate the change, risk, communications, and more. We've
earned quite a reputation for client-centric project management and
execution. With well designed plans, we ensure collaboration that
moves companies forward.

UHY Consulting is a management consulting firm that
inspires clients to imagine and realize a company with
unlimited potential, leaving lasting results that
strengthen an organization and its people. The firm
provides a broad range of capabilities, including
Business and Strategy, Organization and Operations,
Finance Transformation, Technology Innovation, and
Cybersecurity. UHY Consulting is an affiliate of UHY
International, a top 20 global accounting network, and
UHY LLP, a national Certified Public Accounting firm.
When you meet us, you’ll immediately feel the
passion and excitement that we have for each
other, our clients, and our work. We’d like to
bring this to your organization.

Let’s have a
conversation!

To learn more about UHY
Consulting, please contact us at
1-800-716-7064 or
UHY-Consulting@uhy-us.com.
www.uhyconsulting.com
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